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TilE KHEPRESH CROWN OF PHARAOHl 

Sandra Collier 

137 

During the New Kingdom, the ancient Egyptian pharaoh was 
frequently represented wearing a type of crown called lcilepresh.2 Not 
only was the kkpresh portrayed in its most common form with the 
uraeus serpent, but it was represented in more complex versions as 
well. To lhese crowns were sometimes added ram horns, fealhers. a 
sun disk. and another type of nm hom specifically associated wilh the 
god Amun. Because not one of the actual ~ses survived to the 
present time, the khepresh can be observed only in reliefs and swuary. 
Although it's variant forms are seen so frequently in New Kingdom 
representations, no texts explicitly state its significance to the ancient 
Egyptians. 

Scholars have studied this crown since the early 1900s, but its 
meaning remains vague. Not only is the significance and purpose of the 
khepresh still unclear, but misconceptions have arisen among scholars 
as well. for instance, the khepresh is often called the "war aown"3 
because it was wen so often in representations of battle scenes from the 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties, the period when Egypt was 
building and attempting to retain its empire. Because the king wore the 
khepresh in other situations as well. this crown is thought to have 
become so popular that it simply replaced other royal headdresses.• 

The purpose of this paper is to clear up misconceptions 
concerning the khepresh, to study the development of its form, and to 
clarify its meaning when worn by the king. Because of the many 
representations of variants of this crown, as well as the Jack of ancient 
references to it, a new approach was taken. First a chart of development 
was prepared of the earliest representations of each variant of the 
lc.hepresh through the thirty dynasties of the pharaonic period. Then, a 
comparative study was made with kingship in ancient Egypt as its 
features developed through the same period. This was a feasible 
method, because the featwes of kingship, like the form of the khepresh, 
changed throughout history and to develop into a more and more 
complex form as time progxessed Conclusions based on the results of 
this comparison were then supponed by a study of reliefs depicting 
particular situations in which this crown was worn. 

Before engaging in such a study, it is necessary to detail the 
appearance and terminology of the khepresh. The shape of this crown 
can best be described as a tall cap, bulbous at the front, with an angle at 
the back that rises from a ridge along the sides of the crown. The 
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texture was sometimes smooth, and other times coveted with circlets. 
When representations of the kheprtsh are painted, the color is blue. 
The material from which it was made is not known, but it is thought that 
the crown was made of leather with circlets of lllletal attached Ukc a form 
of armor. The crown itself, however, may have been made of metal 
because of its blue color. s The most complex versions of the ~ss 
include a sun disk. ram horns and feathen, as well as the uraeus 
serpent. 

The ancient Egyptian name of the lchepresh is written In 
hieroglyphic form as ti\:; Q . 6 It is transa1bed as fJprJ and anestcd 
since the Eighteenth ·Dynasty. It is thought to have bad a foreign origin 
because the word has four consonants, which is more like Semitic. 
Egyptian words, on the other hand. characteristically have only time 
consonants.? The possible Semitic origin of the word led to speculation 
that the crown, or at least the term, was introduced by the Hyksos, 
whose origin was in part Semitic based and who had successfully 
invaded Egypt at this time. 

The earliest scholars to study the /chepresh concentrated mostly 
on its form. Borchardt believed that this headdress was a wig and that 
the circlets represented curls of hair. His opinion was based in 
particular on a relief and on a statue of a woman of the Middle Kingdom 
whlch have small locks of hair similar to the circlets on the lchepresh.B 
This view was opposed because the crown and the circlets were 
represented in dlfferent colors, and hair was not depicted in Egypt In 
these colors.9 Wigs 1n the New Kingdom, however, were, Uke the 
khepres h, frequently represented in blue, such as those of 
Tutankhamun and Anlchesanamun on the back of the golden throne from 
Tutankhamun's tomb.IO 

Although the earliest attested date for the lchepresh is recorded 
as the Eighteenth Dynasty, 11 a recent article traces the term as far back 
as the Thirteenth Dynasty. Davies showed that the khtpresh developed 
into its traditional form first seen tn the Eighteenth Dynasty from the 
much earlier cap crown. He showed that the earllest J:hepresh crowns 
are so designated by the Egyptian term I:Jpr~. but their shape differed 
markedly from the final form that appeared in the Eighteenth Dynasty. 
These early examples are referred to as cap crowns because of their 
shape, but we know they were khepresh crowns because of the ancient 
Egyptian term, for the determinative hieroglyph at the end of the word is 
shaped like a cap. Davies found two instances of this term which 
referred to such a cap crown: a limestone statuette from the Elevend:i 
Dynasty temple at Delr el Bahri listed the tJpr~ as a crown among the 
insignia of royal power; 12 a text on a stela of Neferhotep m from th 
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Thirteenth Dynasty describes the ldng as 'prw m !Jprs, '"being adorned 
with the /}prJ "13 

The chart of development of the khepresh is organized 
chronologically by reign of kings within each dynasty. Only the first 
appearance of a particular variant is included, and these range from 
simple to complex within each reign. For clarification, each new added 
element ts in bold print. Tile types were created according to this 
particular format because it will most clearly show the development of 
the khepresh when compared histortcally to changes in the featwes of 
.kingship. 

Chart or DcYelopmenl 

Type I • cap c:rowns (eal.led klwpresla but shaped like cap)14 
Type D • lradltlonal Vuprult crowns 
Type m . variants of the kJo•pr11!1/t which always have feathers, ram .honu and a sun 
disk 

Type I 

First lhrough Twelfth Dynuties: None 

Thirteenth Dynasl)': 

(sekil~e:-kht1ia;y-Am.m-;;emt;f - - - - -- - - - -

c •. c.. "" --• 

/ 
cap crown procotype 
+uneus 
+ circlcu 

-- ----------- - - - - ------ ~---

Typcm 
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(Mcnkhaure Scnaib) 

Ca.Cr. #416 

cap crown 
+uraeus 
+ striations 

UFAHAMU 

(S~kh.;,;~ef.;~ W epwawetemsaf) 

Ca.Cr. 11517 

cap crown 
+ uraeus 

Fourteenth - Seventeenth Dynasties: None 

Eighteenth Dynasty: 

- (~~i;)- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

!}prJ 1111 8 

bp,.J prototype 
+ uraeus 

!Jpri prototype 
+ ura.eus 
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<~~n--------------------

bPrJ 
+ uraeus 

(~~~-----------------

IJpri 
+urleUS 
+ urael band 

141 
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Nineteenth Dynasty: 

---------------------------(Seti n 

Twentieth Dynasty: 

ttprl 
+ uraeus 

+ Amun ram horns 
with l 1ttae1 and 

IJ4t + d.Jrt 

~~s~ -Ill)- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- -

flprl 
+uaeus 
+ram llornJ 
+ ftathen 
+ aun d11k 

+ Am.'DII. ram 
homa 

bPrJ 
+uncus 
+ram horns 
+ fea!hess 
+ S1DI disk 
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+ llrK\IS 

+ran 1loms 
+feathers 

+san d.1ak 
+ uraeu1 

wllh 
Oahia 

cro'lnl 

~prJ 
+ uraeus 

+ran horns 
+ fea&hcn 
+-disk 
+ 2 urael 

wllh ~ f I 
ad llrt 

~prl 
+uncus 
+rcnboms 
+ Culh.c:rs 
+ nmdlsk 

+ 2 11rael 
wlth 

JUI1 diJia 
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Twcnty-fltst - Twenty-ninth Dynasties: None 

Thirtieth Dynasty: 

(unlcnown) 

f!pr§ 
+ u:racus 
+ falcon with 

aUil dult 

Only three variants of the khepreslt, in the form of its cap crown 
predecessor, are seen until the crown appear.; in its traditional form in 
the early Eighteenth Dynasty. All are smooth In textures (such as 
Ca.Cr. #5) except for two from the Thirteenth Dynasty ,31 One of these 
has cross-hatch lines (Ca. Cr. #4), and the other has cirClets (Ca. Cr. #3) 
which resemble locks of balr. 

A prototype of the /cheprseh ({}prJ #1) is depicted on Ahmosis, 
the founder of the dynasty and the king who reunified Egypt at the 
beginning of the Eighteenth Dynasty. Tuthmosis I was the first Icing 
depicted wearing khepresh (IJprJ #4) in its final traditional form_32 In 
the Nineteenth and Twentieth Dynasties variants of the khepresh 
appeared in new, more ornate, forms. All these except one are of Type 
m, those crowns which always have ram horns, feathers and a son 
disk. One (lJpd #9), worn by Seti I in a relief in his temple at Abydos, 
has a uraeus, ram horns, feathers, a sun disk and and Amun ram hom. 
Another khepresh (bprf #7) worn by the same ldng has an Amun hom 
from which two serpent heads protrude. One wears a Crown of Upper 
Egypt. while the other wears a Crown of Lower Egypt A k.hepresh 
from the Twentieth Dynasty worn by Ramesses min a relief at Medlnet 
Habu Is unusual because it Is not symmetrical in form. This crown has 
a uraeus, ram horns, feathers, a sun disk, and a second uraew wearing 
the crown of the god Osiris. By the reign of Seti I in the Nineteenth 
Dynasty, variants of the khepresh appeared which always included 
feathers and ram horns among its added elements. FoUI such 
increasingly elaborate variants (!Jprs #10, 11, 12 and 13) are represented 
on Ramesses m of the Twentieth Dynasty. 
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In summary, then, the Jchepresh appeared for the fust time in a 
cap form in the Thineenth Dynasty. Then the first traditional form of 
this crown is seen at the beglnnlng of the Eighteenth Dynasty, and from 
the reign of Seti I in the Nineteenth Dynasty onward, all new variants 
except one .included ram horns, feathers and a sun disk. The next task 
is to consider points of development in the nature of kingship. 

The features of kingship developed, like the khepresh, from 
simple to complex forms. Since the beginning of the First Dynasty the 
pharaoh was believed to be the incarnation of the god Horus. 
Mythologically he was, as Horus, descended from the sun god Atum
Re through the Hellopolitan line of descent. The ldng's identification 
wtth Horus is seen on the Nanner Palette by the First Dynasty, when 
the coWltry was united totally under one ruler.33 By the Fifth Dynasty, 
the deceased king was identified with the god Osiris, father of Horus, 
while the new heir to the throne became the new incarnation of Horus. 
This Is known from the Pyramid Texts, inscribed in royal tombs of the 
Fifth Dynasty.34 From these same texts and from the addition to the 
king's titulary, "son of Re," we know that he was thought to be son of 
the sun god.3s By the end of the Sixth Dynasty, economic failures, 
drought and famine had begun to erode the ld.ng's role as central figure 
and Egypt entered what modem scholars call the Fmt Intermediate 
Period, a time characterized by power in the hands of many minor 
rulers. By the time of the reunification of Egypt at the end of the First 
Intermediate Period, In the Eleventh Dynasty, a god of more ancient 
origin had been coming to prominence In the southern, Theban area of 
the country, which was gradually becoming united. As the southern 
pan of Egypt became mae powerful, the king came to be identified with 
him. More specifically, Nebhepetre Mentuhotep, the Theban pharaoh 
who reunited country at the end of the First Intermediate Period. was 
depleted in reliefs in the form of the god Amun or wearing the traditional 
aown of this god)6 By the Twelfth Dynasty Amun Re was called hri
tp ntrw, "chief of the gods," and hri-tp t3wi, "chief of the two 
lands,"37 the king was called "son of AmWl. •'38 

In the Eighteenth Dynasty the nature of the k:ing's ties to Amun 
became more complex in the form of the Kamutef theology. According 
to the Kamutef theology the god Amun came to the queen in the form of 
the king and Impregnated her with the next heir to the throne. The result 
was that the god Amun was born again in the body of the child 
conceived by this union, the future king. The term k3 mwtf literally 
means "bull of his mother. •'39 The significance of it lies in the fact that 
the queen believed to be impregnated by Amun then became the mother 
of Amun when the child was bom. Amun was then reborn within the 
child who resulted from this union and who was heir to the throne. The 
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consequence of this union is that this queen became both the spouse of 
Amun and the mother of Amun simultaneously. Evidence for this is 
depicted in scenes of the divine binh of Amenbotep m are represented 
in the temple of Luxor at Thebes.40 The reliefs depicting these events 
show first the god Amun and the queen sitting side by side. Then the 
child born of the union is offered to Amun-Re and nursed by various 
goddesses.41 The significance of the Kamutef1beology, then, Is that 
the god Amun is reborn in the body of each new beir to the throoe.42 
MeanwhJle, the king kept his original identification with Horus, as well 
as the later connections with Osiris and Re. 

From the time of the first unification of Egypt at the beginning of 
the First Dynasty, then, the features of Egyptian kingship became 
increasingly complex, as new features were added without dlscarding 
earlier ones. The main events to occur tn ldngsblp as it developed 
consisted of the king as incarnation of Horus, as the son of Re, his 
fusion with the god Osiris after death, his taking the form of Amu.n. 
and, finally, his begetting an heir to the throne in whose body the god 
Amun is reborn. The chronological parallels of kingship with that of the 
khepresh are more clearly seen when displayed in chart fOJm: 

Oate43 
2920 
2S1~ 
2465 

2134 

2061 

Oyn. 
I 
IV 
v 

TX/X 

XI 

TlmeCiurt 

Historv Kinuhip Crown 
kin& lncamalJon of Horus 
kin& son of JU 
cleceued kin& Identified 

with OsirU 
First Int. Per. Amun rises In 1mporUnce 

In Thebe$ 
Reunificallon Armm creaJor and nalional &od 

tin& has Conn of Amlll 
evidence of KIIDwef lheolo&Y 
cult of kin&'• ta beJ!ns 

XIII Sec. InL Per. 
1585 XVI/XVU(Hyksos rule/Thebm Jdn&s) 

e11p crown 

!JprJ 
prototype 
!Jprl crown 

lSSO XVIn Reunific:alion 

Beg. of empire 
empire Amun reborn In new tmg 

13 S 3 Amerruo period 

1307 XIX IJIIdition&l gods bng's lnccnation of both Horus !Jprl with 
worshiped asaln and Armm c:mphulzcd ram honu 

m1 f'ealhm 
'XX:/ Ethiopian kings /1PrJ only 

ITiditlonal CIOWII 
not wom by 
Ethiopian kings 
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Summarized, this chan shows that the khepresh, introduced 
first in cap form as the god Amun was rising In impona.nce is connected 
with this god. When Egypt was reunifted at the end of the Second 
Intermediate Period a prototype of the traditional khepresh appeared, at 
the same time that the king was believed to have been a form of the god 
Amun, who had now risen as one of the major national gods. The 
period in which the khepresh was most frequently worn was that of the 
heighth of the Kamuteftheology, which meant that the god Amun was 
reborn in each succeeding heir to the throne. By the Nineteenth 
Dynasty, a new r:ype of variant had appeared, which consistently 
included ram horns, feathers and a sun disk. This pattern of elements 
represents the main portions of headdresses which associated the king 
with the gods Horus and Osiris.44 Now, however, we must turn our 
attention to reliefs in order to study the specific situations in which the 
khepresh was worn. This method of study will also clear up existing 
misconceptions concerning this crown, as well as to further clarify the 
comparison between the developmental features of the khepresh Witb 
kingship. 

By the Twenty-fifth Dynasty, the empire built in the Eighteenth 
Dynasty had long been lost, and foreigners, Ethiopian kings, were 
ruling the country. These rulers wore all the tradltion.al crowns of 
Egypt, except for the khepresh. It was replaced by a headdress referred 
to by scholars as the Kushite cap, and its features were unlike any of the 
traditional Egyptian headdresses. Minor rulers in the northern delta area 
where Ethiopian rule did not reach, however, continued to wear the 
khepresh.4S What this means is not clear. 

Reliefs depicting the icing wearing the khepresh :shed light on 
the misconception by scholars that this crowq is particularly associated 
with war,46 when it was worn so frequently during the New Kingdom 
when Egypt built its empire. In actuality the king did not always wear 
the khepresh in battle. There are many examples from the New 
Kingdom which show the king wearing other crowns into battle. At 
Karnak, the king wears a wig in two battle scenes.47 King Seti I is 
represented at Karnak in eleven military scenes: in only four of these 
does he wear the khepresh; in the remaining seven, he wears the cap 
crown48 once, the Crown of Lower Egypt twice, and the wig four 
times.49 Also at Karnak, Ramesses m is shown in two scenes smiting 
enemies; in one he wears the Crown ofUpper Egypt, and in the other he 
wears the Crown of Lower Egypt so In the small temple at Abu Simbel, 
Ramesses II wears the Double Crown and tbe Crown of Lower Egypt in 
two similar scenes.Sl 
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Another misconception by scholars is that the khepresh was the 
crown predominantly worn by the king from the Eighteenth Dynasty 
onward. This is understandable, considering the frequency with which 
it is seen in reliefs. Gardiner, in fact, believed that by the Eighteenth 
Dynasty the k.hepresh replaced other crowns in a son of change of 
fashion. He came to this cooclusion because the coronation text of 
Horemhab alluded in particular to this crown only. Also, the ancient 
Egyptian term for crowns, ~ 'w, was determined with a lchtpresh 
crown sign.S2 In truth, however, b'w bad a variety of crowns in this 
same period as detenninative sign: the Crown of Upper Egypt, the 
Double Crown and the atef, as well as the khepresJt.S3 

Reliefs depicting situations in which the king wore the khepreslt 
reflect a connection with the god Amun and. hence, between the king 
and Amun when he wears the Jchepresh. In 1939 Bruyere observed 
such an association. At Deir el Medineh. Amenhotep I was depleted 
wearing only three diffetent headdresses: the nemes, the lchepresh and 
a feathered crown. He showed that the nemes and the lchepresh 
symbolized the king as ruler over the two parts of Egypt: the nemes 
with rule over Lower Egypt under the sponsorship of the sun god Re, 
and the khepresh with rule over Upper Egypt under the tutelage of 
Amun.S4 There are, however, more complex connections between this 
crown, the god Amun and the king. 

There are many siruations in which the king is depicted as an 
infant or young child, and Ln the majority of these he wears the 
khepresh. In the few remaining instances, be wears Instead the 
sidelock of youth. Although in a number of instances the beir to the 
throne actually did become pharaoh while still a child. the frequency of 
representations of child kings even when It is not hlstorlcally true 
symbolizes new or renewed life. Heoce, the wearer of the lchepresh 
can be considered as a recipient of renewed life, both in this world and 
in the next More specifically the infant king represents the form of the 
god Amun reborn in the heir to the throne through the Kamutef 
theology. 

Kings represented in the form of small squatting figures of a 
child. often with a finger to his mouth, most often wear the lchepresh. 
Examples of these consist of a tiny gold staruette of Amenhotep m 
found in a small mummiform coffin in Tutankhamun's tomb,ss three 
figures of Akhenaten,S6 and four more figures of Alchenaten from 
Amama, one of which has the headdress broken off. 57 Of the 
remaining three, two wear the kh£presh and the last wears the Amun 
Crown. Tutankhamun is represented with the features of a child on two 
child-size staffs, one of gold, the other of silver. 58 On both be wears 
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the lchepresh. Ramesses n, wearing this crown, is shown as a newborn 
child formed by the god Khoum on his potter's wheel. 59 

Frequent scenes of the king as an infant suckled by a goddess 
likewise depict him wearing the khepresh, such as the one at the 
entrance to the chapel of Amun-Re in the temple of Seti I at Abydos, 
where Seti is shown being nursed by Mut, the spouse of Amun-Re.60 
An unusual scene in this same temple makes even more clear bow the 
representation of the king indicates him as the new heir to the throne. 
Here Ramesses n is shown first as an infant being nursed by Isis, then 
as a boy suckled by Hathor: as an infant the king wears the khepresh, 
and as a boy he wears the Crown of Upper Egypt.61 The many 
representations of the king as a cbild wearing the khepresb mean more 
than that he iS the new heir to the the throne through Amon. 

Color was used symbolically to portray the infant king weanng 
the khepresh as the recipient of renewed life and powers of kingship in 
both the world of the living and of the dead. Two representations of 
Tutanlchamun wearing the khepresh are unusual and must be noted 
because they associate this crown with renewed life. In one of these, he 
Is represented four times on a cartouche-shaped box found in his 
tomb.62 On one side be is shown twice as a child with a sidelock of 
youth, which means the bead iS shaven except for a long braid down 
one side. The images face each other, and each is enclosed in a 
cartouche. On the opposite side of the box, two more images of the 
king as a child face each other, both inside canoucbes but wearing 
khepresh crowns instead of sldelocks. The representations of the king 
with the sidelocks are alike, but those in which he wears the khepresh 
differ: in one the king's face is gold while the crown is blue, and in the 
other both his face and his crown are black. 63 This black color could 
hardly be a coincidence due to discoloration of the gold, because tbc:re is 
another example of the same ldng represented this way. Here 
Tutankha.mun is shown on a pectoral as a child between the two deities 
Ptah and Sekhmet. 64 Both his face and his khepresh crown are again 
colored black. The god Osiris, who symbolizes fertility and new life, is 
sometimes depicted with a black face, and Plutarch associated this 
feature with moist fertillty .6S Perhaps the fact that the king is the new 
heir to the throne ts meant to be emphasized At any rate, fertility or 
new life is definitely a factor, and lt is connected with the king wearing 
the khepre.sh. 

The small golden shrine of Tutankhamun found in his tomb 
shows an even stronger association between the khepresh, the child 
king being suckled by a goddess, and fertility. Inside the shrine, a 
nec.klace was found wrapped in smps of linen, and appears to have been 
deliberately placed inside the shrine. On one side of its pendant, 
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Tutankhamun, wearing a khepresh, is depicted as a small chlld being 
suckled by the cobra goddess, Weret-hekau. The other side of the 
pendant has a text which is translated, "May the IGng of Upper and 
Lower Egypt live, Nebkheperure, given llfe, beloved of Weret-hekau. 
Lady of Heaven. "66 Furthermore, the predominant crown worn by the 
king in the seventeen scenes on the inner and outer walls of this shrine 
is the khepresh. In eight of the seventeen representations the Icing 
wears the khepresh. In the nine remalning depictions, he wears the wtg 
five times, a headband two times, the nemes once and the Crown of 
Lower Egypt once. 

The gold shrine itself, found inside the room called the annex by 
Carter, was the chamber of rebirth in the Netherworld and tenewal of 
life and kingship In that realm. Scholan have differing views as to the 
the symbolism of this shrine, but that most clearly in evidence is that of 
rebirth and fertility.67 The strong erotic symbolism of the scenes 
probably indicated that such activity among tbe deceased was not merely 
an omen of rebirth, but funher, that the ~nes were necessary in order 
for rebirth to take place in the Netherworld.68 In these scenes the queen 
played the role of both wife and mother. The deceased king, then, 
represents the Kamutef, or "Boll of his Mother''.69 

Still another type of evidence, like the representations of the 
child king wearing the lchepresh and the scenes on the golden shrine of 
Tutankhamun, may associate the khepresh With tenewal of life. A 
frequent scene in temples shows the king censing the sacred boat of a 
god. In these the most frequently seen crown worn is the khepresh. 
Here the king is depleted offering food. libations or incense. The same 
is true when scenes in other temples are compared: 

Kmuk Abydos Med!Det Habu 

I.Jpri: 6 times 70 7 timea71 4 times72 

eap crown: 4 time. 73 Otlme.t ltime74 

wig: 1 time7S 3 tlmes76 111me17 

These scenes are important because there is some evidence indicating 
that the sacred boat was considered a place of rebirth and renewal. For 
instance, Sokar is a god of death with potential life, and his boat 
represents a place of new life ln the realm of the dead.78 In fact, the 
boat of Sokar is even identified with the god. and the god's name is 
determined by his boat.79 Furthermore, the same symbolism is found 
much later in the Ptolemaic period ln a Ptolemaic text from Edfu 
concerning the myth of Horus, Horus fights Seth from a boat Seth Is a 
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hippopotamUS in the water, and lbe boat ts called lbe warship of Horus. 
The text adds: "the mother nurses Horus in the waaer. "80 

The Sed Festival was celebrated by the pharaoh at th1ny year 
intervals of his reign, at least theoretically. Some kings had more 
frequent Sed Festivals. The purpose of its rituals was to renew the 
powers of ldngship.81 Here again the lchepresh was the predominantly 
worn headdress. In Sed Festival scenes of Karnak temple and in that of 
Ramesses m at Medinet Habu the khepresh is dle most frequently seen 
crown as well. The king is depleted sixteen times, and in Dine of these 
be wears the lcMpresh. 11 In tbe remaining seven figures, be wears five 
different crowns: the Crown of Lower Egypt, the Double Crown, the 
lcJuzt, the Crown of Upper Egypt and the cap crown.83 In the tomb of 
Kheruef, where there are scenes of the Sed Festival of A.menbotep m. 
the ld.ng again wears the ldrepre.sh aovm 84 

The wearer of the kheprtsh crovm, funhermore, connects the 
king to his ancestor ld.ngs. He is portrayed wearing this beaddJess as 
the Uvtng helr of kingship from a Une of deceased kings. At Medinet 
Habu a series of royal statues Is represented in scenes of the Min 
FesdvaJ.85 Behind R.amcssea m, wbo offers incense to Min·Kamutef 
in bJs shrine ls a row of nine statues of ldJlgs. The name In the 
cartoucbe before each of ld.ng iDdlcatc that the first figtm represents the 
living ld.ng, while the eight following depict deceased kings of the past. 
The living king wears the kMpre.sh, whlle the eight deceased kings all 
wear nms headdresses. That ts, the one who wears the khtprtsh 
represents the reigning king, while those wearing the nemes slgnlfy 
past kings, l e ., a line of kingship. 

In summary, when the Icing wears the lchepresh crown be is 
Identified with the god Amun through the Kamutef theology. This 
means that the king is the true heir to the throne because Amun was born 
agaJn In the body of the new heir. This is true because the development 
of the khepresh crown paralleled that of the ldng's Identification with 
Amun. Furthermore, the predominant crown worn by the king in 
slruadons which emphasized the ld.ng as the new and rightful heir to the 
throne was the lcMpresh. 
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